Facilities Steering Forum
Special Meeting
Meeting Minutes, August 4, 2010
Attendees:
Greer Fischer
Wayne Kurlander
Anthony Crandall
Luis Rodriguez
Bill Wisbauer
George Treadwell
Colin Little
Christine Jones

John Vanderlee
Jessica Wheeler
John Seagren
John Golden
Gloria Golden
Bill Gannon
Barbara Sweet
Linda Bouchey
Vincent Arata

David Ray
Patricia Weber
Richard Wager
Ellen Wager
Weber
Robert Kampf
Victoria Kampf
Joanne Mikula
Ann Fadgen

1. Dr. Greer Fischer, Superintendent, thanked all in attendance at this special meeting of
the Facilities Steering Forum (FSF) and for their interest in the design for the Haviland
Middle School (HMS) bus loop. She introduced the members of the panel: Wayne
Kurlander, Assistant Superintendent for Business; Anthony Crandall, Director of Facilities
& Operations; Bill Wisbauer, TetraTech Architects & Engineers; Luis Rodriguez, The
Palombo Group; George Treadwell, Director of Transportation. Matthew Latvis, Principal
of HMS, was absent for this meeting, but will be present for the other public meetings
scheduled on this topic. It was announced at the beginning of the meeting that the
purpose of the meeting was to gather input and answer questions on the proposed
design for a safer Haviland bus loop.
2. Greer indicated that the members of the Project Team reviewed the original nine (9) sets
of renderings for the design and placement of the HMS bus loop. A substantial portion
of these drawings had been discarded as unworkable or undesirable for various
reasons. In addition to the original drawings, several different sets had been developed;
the team has now reviewed approximately twenty-six (26) designs, many of which were
variations on one of several basic concepts. Of the total 26 renditions, five (5) remain for
the purpose of in depth review.
Greer indicated that the panel had prepared a presentation to review this work and
display the remaining viable design drawings, of which she indicated that the attendees
probably would not like some designs and probably would like others. She also
indicated that some of the designs are within the budget of $380,000, and some designs
are over that amount. Factors such as the location of HMS’s septic fields, extended road
construction or upgrading paved areas added to cost.
Greer introduced Wayne Kurlander, who reviewed the PowerPoint presentation, joined
by George Treadwell, who identified the current loop setup and spoke to the safety
issues involved. Greer reinforced that the remaining designs shown in the presentation
(i.e., those not rejected in the initial review) are those that provide the best options for
dialogue with the community. (See the attached PowerPoint presentation.)
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Greer also indicated that there had been no discussion yet concerning returning to the
voters to authorize additional spending for a reconstruction that would exceed the
original budget of $380,000. No less than $350,000 in additional voter authority would
be required for some of the designs that would impact the school’s septic fields. The
additional cost could exceed that amount depending on regulatory requirements and
other factors that have not yet been investigated.
3. Greer opened the meeting for questions from the community members, indicating that
the appropriate members of the panel would respond to those that fell in their areas of
expertise.
The first question posed (Mr. Wager) was why the loop had become unsafe, since there
had been no issues with arrival and/or dismissal indicated to the community until the
proposal surfaced. George indicated that the arrival/dismissal configuration had been
modified approximately eight (8) years ago, and while never ideal, was considered better
than the previous set up. However, the safety of students as a result of the current bus
configuration has been a great concern for the District for many years. Mr. Wager also
asked about the number of busses, which George said was twenty-six (26) for both
arrival and departure. The number of busses required had increased by eight to ten
over the last several years as enrollment at the middle school increased.
Mr. Golden read aloud a letter to the Board of Education from Joyce Ghee. A copy of
this letter is attached to the minutes of the meeting. Mrs. Ghee’s letter reinforced the
historic aspect of the school building and the view of the facade, including the lawn.
Much of the lawn would have been absorbed into the bus loop in the concept design
provided to the community before the May 18 vote.
Linda Bouchey and others spoke to the same view expressed in Mrs. Ghee’s letter; this
opinion was strongly held throughout the course of the meeting.
Christine Jones asked about the actual measurement of the existing driveway that
passes in front of the school; Anthony Crandall will obtain this measurement and it will
be provided. Christine also asked about the proposed guardrail; Bill Wisbauer indicated
that it is not a guardrail, but a guide rail to secure students’ safety while they move
between the two rows of busses. The other designs that also show two rows of busses
contain similarly situated guide rails. George noted that a single-row design is safer,
with busses parked alongside each other, rather than nose-to-tail. (Nose-to-tail parking
presents a safety issue when a bus must be evacuated while parked and only the front
door is available to exit the bus.)
In response to questions concerning the drawings using the side of the property to the
west of the building, Greer and Bill Wisbauer indicated that drawing SK-9 exceeds the
budget because of the impact on the septic fields. The baseline cost would require no
less that an additional $350,000 in voter spending authorization.
In response to an inquiry from Mr. Golden, Bill Wisbauer indicated that either the front
lawn or the playing fields area in the northeast section of the property might be used for
additional septic fields, and that the DEC would indicate what quantity of discharge
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volume should be planned for if relocation were to be necessary. In response to a
question from Christine Jones, Bill Wisbauer indicated that the District had not yet
performed any tests on the existing septic fields, though the District is aware that the
fields have been in use for many years and may be nearing the end of their anticipated
lifespan.
In response to a question from Mr. Golden, Wayne indicated that the District had
received no response from the State Historic Preservation and Parks Office (SHPPO)
when it was submitted to the State Education Department. Part of the submission
includes the SEQRA report completed in 2010.
In response to a question from Mrs. Weber, both Greer and Bill Wisbauer agreed that
the school’s property represented a large parcel, but that some locations too far from the
building itself made their use for a bus loop difficult to manage and monitor, and that
using a site too far from the building would present its own safety issues. Mrs. Weber
indicated that the District should explore designs that are “outside the box” and should
not hesitate to seek additional moneys from the community.
Mr. Kampf proposed modifying the front entrance to re-set the eastern driveway
entrance to eliminate the apex of the curve on Haviland Road at the intersection of
Robert Reynolds Boulevard near the wetlands; this would require a waiver to pave a
portion of the wetlands, but it would provide an access route around the rear of the
building so that busses could have a one-way route to a loop on the western side of the
school. Mr. Kampf also proposed re-locating the staff parking, proposed for the front
(southwest corner of the property) to the rear (northeast) of the school near the fields.
Mrs. Kampf indicated that the District, students and parents all shared the responsibility
for making arrival and departure safe, that parents should be prohibited from interfering
with arriving and departing busses, and that students should be taught not to run
between, in front of, or behind busses. In response to her inquiry concerning the
difficulties presented in monitoring departures in particular, Mrs. Kampf was advised that
adding time to the end of the school day to have teachers monitor dismissal was a
matter of contract and would need to be negotiated.
Mr. Gannon indicated that the district should develop an alternate entrance road off
Route 9G using the District-owned property to the northwest of the school, and that such
a road would provide alternative access to the school and to the playing fields. Bill
Wisbauer indicated that the District had not identified the additional cost of such a road,
and that construction of another roadway intersecting with Route 9G would require NYS
Department of Transportation approval. It was also indicated that some of the property
areas discussed are designated wetlands. George added that such an intersection
would require a traffic light, either to allow southbound traffic to enter such access or to
allow traffic to exit onto Route 9G, especially southbound; this would be true of any
traffic, but of busses in particular.
Several questions were posed concerning the reasons for additional funding. In
response, Bill Wisbauer indicated that the major factor would be issues surrounding the
septic fields. Additional costs would be involved in upgrading any existing light-duty
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pavement to heavy-duty pavement for use by regular bus traffic, as well preparation of
any previously unpaved area to accept heavy-duty pavement required by the busses.
Luis Rodriguez asked the group to begin thinking about a dollar ceiling they believe
would be acceptable to the District’s voters. In order to finalize any plans, such a
maximum dollar amount would need to be known. Several community members
suggested staging the modifications, including the proposed roadways, so that the
financial impact could be spread out over several years. The staging, though, should be
planned so that future construction would not require destruction of earlier
improvements.
Greer thanked everyone for their input regarding the designs and their participation in
the meeting. She expressed the hope that the proposal put in front of the voters in May
would continue to evolve in response to the community’s input and involvement in the
proposal. The District’s architect will prepare additional designs based on input and
suggestions that were explored at this meeting.
4. It was stated that the District is still in the process of soliciting input from the community.
The September 15 meeting of the FSF will serve as the first of two (2) public input
sessions regarding the design and location of the HMS bus loop.
The District is planning a broad advertising campaign for the September 15 FSF meeting
and the September 30 Board of Education meeting, which will also serve as an input
session for the HMS bus loop. Part of this advertising will be to re-post the video of the
dismissal comparisons for FDR High School and HMS, originally posted in May prior to
the referendum vote.
The group agreed that locating the September 15 FSF meeting at Haviland, rather than
at the District Office would be beneficial for those who are presenting, as well as those
who attend.
Respectfully submitted,
/s/
Ann S. Fadgen
Attachments: agenda, Phase 2A V - Bus Loop Presentation (preliminary draft), time line,
Joyce Ghee letter
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Hyde Park Central School District
Special Meeting
Facilities Steering Forum
Wednesday, August 4, 2010
4:00 – 6:00 p.m., District Office
Any district community member is welcome!

AGENDA
9

Review Preliminary Draft of Presentation for Public Input
Meetings on Haviland Middle School Bus Loop

Next FSF Meeting Dates

Wednesday, September 15, 2010
Wednesday, October 6, 2010
Wednesday, November 3, 2010

All future meetings are 5:00 p.m. – 6:30 p.m.

Hyde Park Central School District

Phase 2A (V)
HMS Bus Loop Discussion
Presented to the FSF on August 4, 2010
Greer F. Fischer, Ed.D. Superintendent of Schools,
Wayne Kurlander, Assistant Superintendent for Business
Matthew Latvis, Principal at HMS
George Treadwell, Director of Transportation
Anthony Crandall, Director of Facilities and Operations
Bill Wisbauer, Tetra Tech Architects & Engineers
Luis Rodriguez, The Palombo Group

History
Projects 2A (I,II,III) recognized significant
savings allowing the district to go to the
voters on May 18, 2010, to request
approval to redirect funds and apply
them to two (2) safety related
emergency projects.
1. HMS Bus Loop reconfiguration
2. NPE Bridge replacement
Proposition III passed.
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Goals
Goals for this project are:
1. To examine all renderings and identify the
“pros” and “cons”.
2. Balance the need for improved safety with
concerns for maintaining HMS’s aesthetic
historic appearance.
3. Agree on a plan that offers maximized
safety and angles the busses for more
efficient embarking and deployment while
minimizing the impact to the historic curve
and lawn in front of the building.
4. Share this information via two public forums
this fall.
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HMS Grounds and Current Layout

12

HMS Bus Loop
Architectural Renderings
After a thorough review of the
plans, land, community and
architectural input several ideas
evolved that bring together the
need for safety and the sensitivity
for preservation of
Haviland’s historical look.
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HMS Bus Loop
Architectural Renderings
Earlier this year the district began
working together with the architect to
identify potential safety solutions for an
improved HMS bus loop.
12 original renderings were prepared
and examined. Recently 9 additional
renderings were created and reviewed
for consideration.
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The Elimination Process
After reviewing all of the renderings,
we started the elimination process by
removing options that:
– Had obvious safety hazards
• Nose to Tail line up
• Students crossing traffic pattern
• Mixed bus/ parent traffic

– Would be very difficult to supervise
– Had a major impact to the historic lawn
and loop
– Were very similar to another rendering
(we selected the best option)
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The following were eliminated:
SK3

SK2

Major impact to the
historic lawn and loop

Major impact to the
historic lawn and loop
SK4

Safety hazard and
historic lawn impact

SK4A

Major impact to the
historic lawn and loop
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The following were eliminated:
SK6A

Safety hazard and
historic lawn impact

SK7

Major impact to the
historic lawn and loop
SK8
SK10

Safety hazard and very
difficult to supervise

Safety hazard and very
difficult to supervise
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The following were eliminated:
SK11A

SK11

Chose 11B as best
option from set

Chose 11B as best
option from set
SK12

Chose 12D as best
option from this set

SK12A

Chose 12D as best
option from this set
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The following were eliminated:
SK 12C

SK12B

Chose 12D as best
option from this set

Chose 12D as best
option from this set
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Remaining Options:
• Include 7 unique designs that
offer improved safety features.
• We will review the top designs
with “pros” and “cons”.
• Our ultimate objective is to
determine the rendering that best
suits our needs while staying
within our budget.
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Rendering SK1
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SK1 Pros and Cons
Pros
•

•
•

•

Multiple outside door
access reduces student
congestion upon
entering / exiting
building Angled parking
Assigned permanent bus
spaces
Parent loop moves near
main office creating
separation of parent & bus
loading traffic
Within Prop III budget

Cons
•

•
•
•

•

Utilizes front lawn,
changes configuration of
loop & aesthetics,
removes historic curve
Double row of busses
Does not accommodate late
arrivals
Students crossing through
bus line up / and in front of
late arriving busses
Exit shared by parent and
bus traffic creating traffic
bottleneck
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Rendering 4B
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SK4B Pros and Cons
Cons

Pros
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

Minimal lawn encroachment,
follows configuration of loop
& historic curve
Single line design, students do
not cross in front of late busses
Multiple outside door access
reduces student congestion
upon entering / exiting building
Assigned permanent bus
spaces, accommodates late
arrivals
Parent loop moves near main
office
Follows FDR design
Within Prop III budget

•
•

•
•
•

•

Nose to tail line up (partial)
Relocate staff parking to
create turn around behind
building
Busses on side of building
More difficult to supervise all
areas
Limited egress on side of
building will slow students
access / create congestion
Exit shared by parent and bus
traffic creating traffic
bottleneck
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Rendering SK5
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SK5 Pros and Cons
Pros
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

Controlled and safe student
access to busses (via cross
walk / safety rail)
Multiple outside door access
reduces student congestion
upon entering / exiting building
Angled parking, assigned
permanent bus spaces
Accommodates/ separates late
arrivals /sports bus area
Parent loop moves near main
office giving separation of
parent & bus traffic
Creates new landscape areas
Within Prop III budget

Cons
•

•
•
•

Utilizes the most front
lawn, changes
configuration of loop &
aesthetics, removing
historic curve
Double row of busses
Students cross in front of
late arriving busses
Exit shared by parent and
bus traffic creating traffic
bottleneck
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Rendering SK9
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SK9 Pros and Cons
Pros
•

•
•

•
•

•

No aesthetic change,
maintains the current front
curve and lawn in its
entirety.
Angled parking
Multiple outside door access
reduces student congestion
upon entering / exiting
building
Assigned permanent bus
spaces
Parent loop stays in front
giving separation of parent &
bus traffic
Increases staff parking

Cons
•

•
•
•

•

Students crossing
through - bus line up / in
front of late arriving
busses
Difficult to see all areas for
supervision
Double row of busses
Exit shared by parent and
bus traffic creating traffic
bottleneck
Exceeds Prop III budget
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Rendering SK11B
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Rendering SK11B
Cons

Pros
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Multiple outside door
access reduces student
congestion upon entering /
exiting building
Maintains most of the current
front curve
Angled parking
Assigned permanent bus
spaces
Accommodates late arrivals
Parent loop moves to rear of
building in designated area
giving separation of parent &
bus traffic
Increases staff / visitors
parking
Within Prop III budget

•
•
•
•
•

Very difficult to supervise all
areas
Minimal lawn encroachment
Minimal driveway area shared
by parent and bus traffic /
bottleneck
Relocate 911 memorial
Septic system conflicts
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Rendering 12D
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Rendering 12D
Pros
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No aesthetic change,
maintains the current front
curve and lawn in its
entirety.
Controlled and safe student
access to busses (via cross
walk / safety rail)
Multiple outside door access
reduces student congestion
upon entering / exiting building
Angled parking
Assigned permanent bus
spaces
Accommodates/ separates late
arrivals /sports bus area
Parent loop moves to front
loop giving separation of
parent & bus traffic
Within Prop III budget (without
additional parking lot shown)

Cons
•
•
•
•
•

Double row of busses
Relocate 911 Memorial
Septic system conflict
Exit shared by parent and
bus traffic creating traffic
bottleneck
Exceeds Prop III budget
as shown with additional
parking lot
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Rendering 13
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Rendering 13
Pros
•

•

•

•

•

•

Minimal lawn encroachment,
follows configuration of
loop & historic curve
Single line design, students do
not cross in front of late
busses
Multiple outside door access
reduces student congestion
upon entering / exiting building
Assigned permanent bus
spaces, accommodates late
arrivals
Parent loop moves to rear of
building in designated area
giving separation of parent &
bus traffic Follows FDR design
Below Prop III budget

Cons
•
•
•

Nose to tail line up (partial)
Difficult to supervise all areas
Parent exit shared with bus
traffic
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District Property Boundaries @ HMS

The following slides show each
of the 7 plans superimposed
over the aerial view of
Haviland Middle School’s
current layout.
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SK1

28

SK 4B
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SK5

30

SK9
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SK11B
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SK 12D
SK12D Overlay

3133

SK13

34
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Final Plan Timeline:
•

Wednesday, Aug. 4, 4:00 p.m., District Office: Project Team will meet to
review presentation to FSF. FSF will hold a special meeting to review the
PowerPoint presentation of concept designs with “pros” and “ cons” and
discuss the public hearing to be held at the September FSF meeting.

•

Wednesday, Sept. 15, 5:00 p.m., District Office: Project Team will meet to
prepare for the FSF meeting. The first public hearing will be incorporated
into the regular FSF meeting and will include a panel format.

•

Thursday, Sept. 30, 7:00 p.m., Haviland Middle School: At the regular
BOE meeting the second public hearing session on design concepts,
including repeat of PowerPoint presentation with panel format as noted
above.

•

Wednesday, Oct. 6, 5:00 p.m., District Office: FSF will meet and review
the input and discussions on a final design. They will prepare their
recommendation of final design to BOE. (NOTE: This meeting may need to
be moved based on input and board discussion of design recommendations /
suggestions on Sept. 30th; proposed alternate date - Wed., Oct. 13, same
location and time.)

•

Thursday, Oct. 28, 7:00 p.m., District Office: Regular BOE meeting;
presentation of final design.

•

Tuesday, Nov. 9, 7:00 p.m., District Office: Regular BOE meeting; board
vote on final design.
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Recommendation
The Facility Steering Forum (FSF) must
make their recommendation to the board
in October 2010 to keep this project on
schedule for construction during the
summer of 2011.
The plan selected will offer the safety
features we need to address while taking
into consideration preservation of the
historic curve and lawn at HMS.
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Group Discussion
Questions / Input
The FSF group meets at the district office on
the first Wednesday of each month, beginning
at 5:00 pm.
(exception: The September meeting is on 9/15/10)

Interested parties are welcome to join us.

Thank you for your ideas!
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